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After a guard army who was drawing a bow and shooting arrows killed a second- tier low-level elite
beast with a single sword, it was a little dazed to see that there were fewer beasts around.

"This... the beast tide is coming to an end?"

"Huh? So fast?!"

The guards on the side were all dumbfounded.

After seeing that the number of fierce beasts had indeed decreased a lot, everyone's eyes shone with
surprise.

"The tide of beasts is about to end! Hurry up! Hurry up!"

Everyone shouted.

The guards, who were originally a little numb, increased their strength as if they had been beaten up
with chicken blood.

Spiritual power surged, various combat skills were flying on the battlefield, and the roar became
dense again.

Lu Yuan had been commanding the machine lord. After seeing the decrease in the number of fierce
beasts, he naturally noticed it the first time.

Lu Yuan was also a little excited.

Although his progress cube hasn't changed yet, but the tide of beasts is over, then the guards of the
defensive camp will no longer die.

For Lu Yuan, it is something to celebrate.

Too many people died this time.
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Fortunately, in the last wave of beasts, Lu Yuan tried his best to kill the fierce beasts, but it reduced
the casualties of the guards a lot.

He himself is quite satisfied.

After a while, no more beasts ran out of the forest.

Everyone looked at the direction of the forest vigilantly, some looking at each other.

They didn't quite believe it, it was over so soon.

At this moment, Luo Xiu rose into the sky, turned into a streamer, and rushed into the forest.

After a while, Luo Xiu flew back, floating in the air.

The corners of his mouth raised, his eyes squinted and smiled:

"Brothers, cheer, the beast tide is over! There are no traces of the beasts nearby!"

Upon hearing this, the atmosphere of the entire defensive camp stagnated.

Afterwards, everyone cheered.

"This ** tide of beasts is finally over!"

"Unexpectedly, we would have survived! This beast tide passed so quickly!"

"Yes, we actually survived, yes, thanks to Lu Yuan!"

"What land fate? I'm going to be called the commander of the army now! He is the commander of
the mechanical legion!"

Someone corrected.

The others nodded in agreement.

"Right right, commander of the army!"

"Thanks to the commander of the army this time, otherwise, we may have suffered a lot of losses
this time."

When the crowd cheered, the Togluo people on the southern city wall and Lu Yuan ran to Lu
Yuan's side and hugged Lu Yuan.

"Brother! You are amazing!"



"Yes! We have so little casualties this time, thanks to you!"

Lu Yuan smiled embarrassedly:

"This is what I should do."

Yang Qiu and Ding Wen looked at each other, smiled and lifted Lu Yuan into the air.

"The commander of the army is awesome!!"

"The commander of the army is mighty!!"

When the others saw this, they also showed cheerful smiles, rushed over, and cheered together.

Luo Xiu, Tracy and Jiang Ming stood in the distance, watching this scene.

Jiang Ming folded his chest with his hands, his mechanical eyes moved up and down as Lu Yuan's
body was thrown into the air and then fell, curling his mouth slightly:

"Huh! The animal tide is over, and there is no discipline at all!"

Tracy looked at Lu Yuan with a smile, her eyes flashing:

"This time, Lu Yuan's prestige in their hearts will probably surpass us."

Luo Xiu nodded and said with a smile: "Make them happy, this time I really do thanks to Lu Yuan,
otherwise, I don't know how many people will die."

The other two nodded.

…………

In the other city wall area, Zhu Zhengyang's face was a little pale, and his breath was a little weak.

During this period of time, he had been squeezing his own spiritual power, and he had very little
time to rest and recover. He used his high-level spiritual power recovery potion to recover, just to
kill more fierce beasts.

He didn't know why he was, anyway, seeing the guard soldiers around him roaring and attacking

the fierce beast, the blood in his heart surged, right?

The brain is hot.

But now, there was a daze on his face.



He naturally heard Luo Xiu's words.

The fierce beast in front of the city wall is no longer appearing.

"...The beast tide disappeared?"

Suddenly, Zhu Zhengyang, who was a little confused, was caught by someone's shoulders.

Zhu Zhengyang turned his head and saw that it was his captain.

The captain, who had a cold face, smiled at him at this moment, his big white teeth gleaming in the
sun.

"Hahaha!! The beast tide is over! Xiao Zhu, you did a good job! If it weren't for you this time, our
area would definitely not be so easy."

Soon, several other guards approached, and a young man took Zhu Zhengyang's shoulders and said
with a smile:

"That's right! Is it a genius from the genius camp? If you really get serious, it's still fierce!"

Zhu Zhengyang was a little dazed.

This young man is also a fighter in their team, and he has not been cold or warm to him these past

few days, but he did not expect to be so enthusiastic at this moment.

"Are you nonsense? How can Xiao Zhu be a genius, right? By the way, this time Xiao Zhu has

done a great job! Waiting for the next brothers to go to the head of the group to ask Xiao Zhu for

work, okay?! I heard that the genius camp exchanges military merit for credits. How can we not let

Xiao Zhu be worse than others?"

"It makes sense, we will go to the team leader later! This time the team leader is not allowed to give

Xiao Zhu a great feat, that's not justified!"

Several teammates around him said this in a frantic manner. Zhu Zhengyang's eyes widened and his
mouth opened, a little dazed.

At this time, the middle-aged captain patted Zhu Zhengyang on the shoulder, revealing a gentle
smile:

"Xiao Zhu, you can be regarded as a real fighter now."

The young man on the side grinned and gave Zhu Zhengyang a thumbs up:



"In the future, our Red Maple Empire will still have to rely on you young geniuses. Those of us will
only be ranked two or three in this life, and the gene locks behind cannot be opened."

Zhu Zhengyang listened to everyone's words, his eyes couldn't help but reddened, and he smiled
and nodded:

"When I graduate, come to the line of defense, will you welcome it?"

"Then you need to say?! Of course welcome!"

…………

Not only Zhu Zhengyang, but Yan Jing and the others were also surrounded by their comrades in
arms at this moment. Everyone was smiling and talking. The young girls in the genius camp looked
extremely complicated at this moment.

Even McGonagall and Yuva were caught and cheered together.

The two of them looked at each other, sadness came from their hearts.

I feel that this beast wave has nothing to do with them. Only when they are delivering goods, run to
the city wall and take a look at the beast wave, so that I can feel a little bit of participation.

It's uncomfortable.

…………

After cheering, Lu Yuan was put down.

The cheers of the crowd were also smaller.

After the initial excitement, everyone's emotions calmed down a lot.

Luo Xiu spoke at this time and asked the guards to count the number of people and count the
casualties and losses.

In fact, everyone knows in their hearts that the number of casualties is probably very small, and the
loss, except for the various resources consumed, may not be there.

After all, those fierce beasts hadn't even come up to the city wall, there was no damage, and where
was the loss.

That's why everyone is so excited.

Even if the guards can survive, who would want to die?



Luo Xiu and the three came to Lu Yuan's side.

Luo Xiu patted Lu Yuan on the shoulder and said with a smile:

"Although I have already thanked you before, I still want to thank you again.Without you, this beast
wave will not go so smoothly. Many of my colleagues have survived because of you."

When Lu Yuan heard this, he felt a little joyful in his heart.

Although the strength was not enough to eliminate the restricted area, but at this stage, he still did a
little bit.

At least some people were saved.

He smiled and said: "Legislative commander, I am also a member of the 257th Army. This is what
I should do."

Luo Xiu smiled and nodded, and Tracy and Jiang Ming also smiled.

After this time of getting along, they feel very good about Lu Yuan.

Strong and talented, but there is no arrogance, and it is quite good to people.

At this moment, Lu Yuan smiled and said:

"By the way, the commander of the army, you must remember your military merits this time!"

Three people: "..."

Luo Xiu's mouth twitched, and he smiled and said:

"I see, don't worry."

At this moment, Luo Xiu had a sudden pause and took out a black communication device. Then his
face changed and became serious.

Seeing this, Tracy and Jiang Ming frowned slightly.

Jiang Ming asked: "What's wrong?"

Luo Xiu frowned and said:

"Camp 306 has sent a signal for help, and the beast has entered the city."

"what?!"



Hearing this, both of them changed their expressions, and Lu Yuan's expressions also changed
slightly.

"A fierce beast enters the city? How is it possible?"

Tracy couldn't believe it, then her face suddenly stiffened and she glanced at Lu Yuan.

To be honest, if it wasn't Lu Yuan this time, with the scale and strength of the fierce beast this time,
they might not be able to stop it.

The fierce beast will definitely enter the city.

For a while, she didn't even react.

Jiang Ming thought of this too, and glanced at Lu Yuan.

After that, Jiang Ming looked solemn, looked at Jiang Ming, and said:

"Camp 306 is just southwest of us, what should we do? Do we want to rescue them now?"

Luo Xiu frowned slightly and fell into thinking.

After a while, he spoke:

"I need to stay here and guard, after all, no one knows if there will be a wave of fierce beasts coming
over."

He turned his head to look at Lu Yuan: "Lu Yuan’s mechanical legion is even as powerful as our
entire 257 Corps. Going to Lu Yuan can be regarded as bringing us all. Tracy, you take Lu Yuan
to the past. Come on. Everyone is in the same robe, we need to help."

Tracy nodded: "I see."

Luo Xiu looked at Lu Yuan: "Lu Yuan, do you have any questions?"

Originally, Lu Yuan thought that the Alienated Beast was not enough. He had been able to
transform the Evolution Cube. Now he could still kill the Alienated Beast. Naturally, he had no
opinion.

not to mention……

Lu Yuan looked at Luo Xiu and asked:

"There is a small problem..."



Before Lu Yuan could speak, Luo Xiu understood something. He rubbed his forehead and said:

"Don't worry! You will definitely count the military merits."

Lu Yuan nodded: "Then I'm fine. Let's go now? Time is waiting for no one. How can it pass?"

The corners of Luo Xiu's mouth twitched.

Tracy opened his mouth and said: "Run over, maybe there will be fierce beasts flying again in the
sky. If we are flying in a fighter plane, if we are besieged, it will be dangerous."

Lu Yuan nodded.

Although he has the Black Bear One, he dare not let the Black Bear One take off in such an
environment.

Hei Xiong No.1's defense was only second-tier, and it was basically blown up after being hit.

"Then let's go."

Tracy jumped down from the city wall and landed outside the defensive camp. Lu Yuan jumped
right thereafter.

The two ran down the mountain.

Not far away from Grote, the few people who saw Lu Yuan and Tracy had left the defensive camp

were all taken aback.

They looked at Wang Jiashu next to him a little hurriedly:

"Leader! Where does Deputy Chief Tracy plan to take A Yuan?"

Wang Jiashu was also dumbfounded.

He shook his head: "I don't know either."

After a pause, he glanced at Luo Xiu and Jiang Ming not far away, and said:

"I'll ask."

With that, Wang Jiashu ran to Luo Xiu's side.

Luo Xiu saw Wang Jiashu coming and smiled slightly:

"Come and ask Lu Yuan where is that guy?"



Before Wang Jiashu opened his mouth, he froze there.

He smiled and said:

"The commander of the legion is brilliant!"

Luo Xiu smiled: "They went to support Camp 306."

Wang Jiashu's face condensed, somewhat astonished:

"What happened to Camp 306?"

"The fierce beast has entered the city, it's a bit dangerous."

Luo Xiu's face was slightly heavy.

The beast tide is that the entry of a fierce beast into the city represents the beginning of the most
tragic battle.

Basically, at this stage, the casualty rate will become extremely high.

In fact, this time according to the intensity of the beast tide, the entry of the beast into the city was
regarded as a routine operation.

Wang Jiashu couldn't help but sighed:

"Thanks to the commander of the army."

Luo Xiu and Jiang Ming both nodded.

…………

Lu Yuan and Tracy left the defensive camp. As soon as they landed, Lu Yuan's boots were soaked
in the blood-colored soil.

He glanced at the ground soaked in blood and frowned slightly.

Too many beasts died this time, and the mountain was almost completely stained red with blood.

The smell of blood finally made Lu Yuan have to temporarily shut off his sense of smell, otherwise
he would be choked to death.

The two of them turned into afterimages, and they jumped on the rocks, and they soon came to the
foot of the mountain.



At the foot of the mountain, the corpses of fierce beasts were all over the ground.

Lu Yuan couldn't help frowning.

Tracy's long red hair on the side raised slightly, and smiled and said:

"Don't dislike it. These fierce beast corpses are all treasures, and there will be special people in the
camp to collect materials from the beasts."

When Lu Yuan heard the words, he was taken aback for a moment, and then he thought of
something.

His gaze swept across the dead beast's body~www.mtlnovel.com~ and found that the tentacles on

the body had disappeared without knowing when.

It should be that after the alien body died, it dissipated on its own, right?

Just like Xue Ren last time.

However, Lu Yuan still reminded:

"These fierce beasts have been alienated after all, so you still have to be careful when collecting
them."

When Xue Ren died last time, the body was normal.

But this time it was an alienated fierce beast. Lu Yuan was not sure what would happen, so he still
had to be careful.

When Lei Texi heard the words, he was slightly startled, then his eyes swept across the fierce beast,
and his face nodded solemnly.

"You are right, I will tell the legionnaire."

The two jumped from Shishan to the forest. On the way, Tracy passed Lu Yuan's words to Luo Xiu
and reminded Luo Xiu.

After entering the forest, the two ran a distance, so the smell of blood was not so much.

Lu Yuan also sighed slightly.

The second-tier genetic warrior can't breathe yet, it's just that it takes longer than holding his
breath.



It is said that even at the King of War level and above, even a vacuum can survive, and life has
evolved to such a point that it is outrageous.

Tracy on the side glanced at Lu Yuan, her eyes flashed, and she smiled slightly:

"Lu Yuan, I didn't expect us to cooperate again this time."

Lu Yuan was taken aback, and then understood what Tracy was talking about.

The last time Lu Yuan encountered a Tier 4 fierce beast, she rushed to kill it in the end.

He smiled and said:

"It's a coincidence indeed."

Tracy looked at Lu Yuan, smiled and said:

"You look like my brother, do you want to recognize me as your sister?"

Lu Yuan: "???"

He looked at the smiling Tracy in a daze.

Isn't it? Acknowledge your brother if you don't agree?

This reminded Lu Yuan of Li Qinghe.
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